【Important】Notice on Class Cancellation due to Typhoon No. 24

September 28, 2018
College of Arts and Sciences
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

To All Students:

The possible traffic suspension on Monday, October 1 is expected. Please be notified as follows and constantly check relevant information provided by reliable media.

1. Note that no class cancellation on Monday, October 1 is planned at this point. However, if the Japan Railway and major private railways around Tokyo Area fully suspend their train services, classes will be cancelled based on the following rules:
   ・If train services are suspended at 6:00 AM, all morning classes (periods 1 and 2) are cancelled.

2. Think your safety first: do not take the risk to come to campus if the train service by which you commute is running largely late or suspended, or if there seem to be a danger with coming to campus.

3. For courses offered by other faculties and graduate schools on campuses other than Komaba Campus, please check class information on each faculty's/graduate school's website.
   The University of Tokyo Website (Class Cancellation Information in case of Snow or Typhoons) : https://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ja/students/reference/taifu.html (in Japanese)